Age-related degradation in the central nervous system: assessment with diffusion-tensor imaging and quantitative fiber tracking.
To prospectively quantify differences in age-related changes in the diffusivity parameters and fiber characteristics between association, callosal, and projection fibers. This study was approved by the institutional review board, and informed consent was obtained. Diffusion-tensor imaging data with an isotropic voxel size of 1.9 mm(3) were acquired at 3 T in 38 healthy volunteers (age range, 18-88 years; 18 women). Quantitative fiber tracking was used to calculate fractional anisotropy (FA) and mean diffusivity values, eigenvalues (lambda(1), lambda(2), and lambda(3)), the number of fiber projections, and the number of fiber projections per voxel for three-dimensional reconstructed association, callosal, projection, and total brain fibers. Bivariate linear regression models were used to analyze correlations. Significant differences between correlations were assessed with the Hotelling-Williams test. For FA, the strongest degradation in association fibers and no significant changes in projection fibers were observed. The difference in correlation was significant (P = .002). The number of fiber projections and the number of fiber projections per voxel showed strong to moderate negative correlations that were dependent on age (P < .001) in the three fiber structures and total brain fibers, with the exception of the number of fiber projections per voxel in projection fibers, which showed no significant correlation. The decrease in the number of fiber projections was significantly greater (P = .043) in projection fibers than in total brain fibers, whereas the decrease in the number of fiber projections per voxel was significantly weaker (P = .005). Association fibers showed the largest changes per decade of age for FA (-1.13%) and for the number of fiber projections per voxel (-4.7%), whereas callosal fibers showed the largest changes per decade of age for the number of fiber projections (-10.4%). Quantitative fiber tracking enables identification of differences in diffusivity and fiber characteristics due to normal aging.